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### Summary of Topic:

Hand Washing - Gloving

### Main Curriculum Tie:

Apply infection control procedures including standard precautions.

### Required Materials for Lesson:

- Gloves. May need several different sizes (XL for the guys).
- Brownie mix.
- Water.

### Background for Teacher:

Know the correct procedure for glove removal.

### Student Prior Knowledge:

Importance of sanitation, cross-contamination, infection control, universal standards, etc.

### Intended Learning Outcome:

Student will demonstrate how to remove gloves correctly.

### Instructional Procedure:

- Mix small amount of water with brownie mix. Enough to make it a little thicker than pudding.
- Have students put on gloves, practice taking them off the correct way.
- Put gloves back on then smear a little “poop” (brownie mix) on their gloves.

### How to Measure Outcome:

Demonstration of glove removal. If done properly, there will be no “poop” (brownie mix) on table or their hands.